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Size: 1 box 
 
Series/Scope and Content Note:  This collection consists of two notebooks of slides from the Vietnam 

War donated by a Colonel James L. Hansen on February 25, 1970. One notebook shows 24 cases labeled 

“War Wounds,” with a brief description and patient's last name (Slides # 1-186). The other notebook has 

slides of Vietnam labeled “Misc. Scenics” (Slides # 187-421). 

 

BOX AND CONTENT LIST 
 
Notebook 1: “War Wounds”  

Slide #  Patient Name and Description 

1-4  Nelson—Fragment wound, hand  

5-21  Melton—GSW, both feet  

22-31   Harris—Chopper crash  

32-37  Cunningham—GSW   

38-54  Sanchez—Decortication   

55-70  Adamson—Puncture of foot  

71-82   Stacy—GSW, neck and left shoulder  

83-89  Foster—Gangrene, left toe  

90-96  Kincaid—Fragment wound, left shoulder  
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97-102   Woodliff—Mine Fragments, both legs and left arm  

103-104   Fennell—Wound, left elbow and left thigh  

105-108 Name Unknown—GSW buttocks and side    

109-118 Innes—Fracture of floor of left orbit 

119-125  Capener—Chopper crash, multiple lacerations, orbit fracture 

126-128 Dornbush—fragment wounds, leg 

129-134 Cox—Fragment wounds, leg 

135-142 Sims—GSW, toe 

143-150 Thompson—Fragment wounds, thigh, knee, calf and heel 

151-155 Kelly—Mine explosion fragments, heel and calf 

156-162 Gass—Mine explosion fragments, legs and feet 

163-169 Reece—Grenade fragments, left knee 

170  Giannetto—Fragment in eye, ruptured cornea and lens 

171-179 Vinson—Laminectomy  

180-186 Brown—Fragments in left knee  

 

Notebook 2: “Misc. Scenics” 

Slide #  Description 

187-198 Helicopter scenes 

199-201 Latrines 

 202  Soldier with weapon 

 203  Burning garbage dump 

 204  Cooking pot and lid 

 205  Helicopter with medical care being given to patient on ground 

206  Vietnamese children at a garbage dump 
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 207  Man showing wounded or diseased legs 

 208  Armored vest 

 209  Man showing wounded or diseased arms 

 210  Wounded soldiers on the ground receiving medical treatment 

 211  Distant view of tents and hospital command 

212  Unidentified device 

213  Interior of troop transport plane 

214  Wounded soldiers awaiting loading onto airplane 

215  Interior or troop transport plane with jump seats 

216  Wounded soldier being loaded onto flatbed trailer 

217  Troop transport plane on airstrip 

218-19  Winding road through wooded mountain valley 

220  Wounded soldier giving “thumbs up” to medic treating him 

221  Wounded soldier on cot receiving medical treatment 

222  Soldiers carrying wounded from airplane 

223  Heavy equipment clearing a field 

224-25  Distant view of unidentified buildings 

226-27  Unidentified histological slide 

228  Collapsed section of bridge 

229  View of road and following vehicles 

230  View of tank crossing muddy ground 

231  Wounded soldier being carried on stretcher 

232  Aerial view of unidentified buildings 

233  Tree being tapped 

234  Fruit and nuts 
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235  Open-air market 

236  Banana trees 

237  Aerial view of farmland 

238  Rubber trees 

239  Unidentified shrubbery 

240  Aerial view of cultivated land 

241  Unidentified building, stables, horses in pasture 

242  Aerial view of town, church with steeple 

243  Unidentified building, over door: “Buo Dien” 

244  Street scene, rows of open cans, civilians 

245  Vietnamese civilians, man riding bike 

246  Cat looking into hole in the ground 

247  View of urban area 

248  Chinook helicopter landing in a dust cloud 

249  Distant view of red earth, sandbags 

250  Trucks on a dirt road, raising dust clouds 

251  Armored vest 

252  Tropical, wide-leafed plant with area in center for holding water 

253  Soldiers in rain gear wading through muddy water 

254  View of street and buildings 

255  View of commercial area, sign on building: “La Tulipe Rouge” 

256  Street scene, cars and buildings 

257  Aerial view of beach, ocean 

258  Street scene, person riding bike, women and children crossing street 

259  Fishing boats, shanties, port, mountains in background 
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260  Open boxes lying on grass, microscope, medical supplies 

261  Portable lab set 

262  9th Medical Laboratory, sandbags inside cinder block wall 

263  9th Medical Laboratory, Prvt. Med Unit 

264-65  Exterior view of unidentified building 

266  Native woman with disfigured face 

267  Woman in laboratory looking into microscope 

268  Native boy showing rash on legs 

269  Native boy showing bumps on arms and face 

270  Unidentified microscope slide 

271  Young child with swollen belly 

272  Helicopter in air 

273  Distant view of housing compound 

274  Foot-powered irrigation machine 

275  Civilian in field with cattle 

276  Aerial view of road 

277  Soldiers standing near helicopter in field 

278  Soldiers assisting with a wounded soldier in walking 

279  Unidentified animal in tall grass 

280  House and garden 

281  Vegetable market stall 

282  Female wild boar and her young 

283  Cattle feeding at station 

284  Aerial view of mountains 

285  Field hospital tents 
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286  Two people on road, one riding elephant 

287  Cattle pulling cart with log attached 

288  Man digging holes 

289  Bus with a full load of people and baskets piled on top 

290  View of houses, person with animal, Chinook flying over 

291  Thatch-roofed buildings 

292  Man showing scar on lower abdomen 

293  Woman showing abdomen and pubic area 

294  Man having eyes examined 

295-96  Man with disfigured face, growths on body 

297  Vats of water 

298  Vats of red liquid   

299  Open-sided tent, tank with horses, barrels 

300  Various vehicles, men in topless enclosure 

301  Open-sided tent next to river 

302  Poles inside tent 

303  Potable water tank 

304  Soldiers working on a tank inside a helicopter 

305  Distant view of mountains 

306-07  Map showing monsoons of Southeast Asia 

308-09  Spray apparatus 

310  Wounded Vietnamese lying in field 

311  Soldier picking up wounded Vietnamese from field 

312  Several wounded Vietnamese lying in field 

313  Vietnamese lying in a body bag in a field 
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314  Three rows of dead bodies 

315  1st Air Cavalry Division comparison of Killed in Action to IRHA 

316  Medical Intelligence title slide 

317  Burial metal drums 

318  Feet missing toes 

319  Cannabis sativa plants 

320  Etiology of IRHA for the 1st Air Cavalry 

321  Drugs and drug paraphernalia 

322  Crew Killed in Action as Result of Hostile Action by Enemy Fire Upon Aircraft  

323  Aircraft crew members Injured as a Result of Hostile Action, Enemy Fire 

324  Division personnel killed in aircraft during 10-month period 

325  Wounded patients lying on stretcher mounted on poles inside aircraft 

326  Care of Sick and Wounded 

327-28  Wounded soldiers being uploaded from helicopter 

329  Wounded soldier being led away from aircraft 

330  Wounded soldier lying on ground, improvised stretcher made from branches 

331  Tent with 2 sides rolled up 

332  Tents with red crosses 

333  A group of young children   

334  Drugs and drug paraphernalia 

335  American medical personnel giving treatment to Vietnamese people 

336  Young boy standing in front of thatched-roof building 

337  Man showing skin abnormality 

338  Man with skin rash or abnormality 

339  Three buildings raised off the ground on piers 
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340-41  Woman and child with swollen belly carrying infant in sling 

342  Infant with rash on back and buttocks 

343  Interior view of building 

344  Soldiers and civilians at entrance to building 

345  Man with disfigured face, arms and feet 

346  Swollen legs, possible elephantiasis 

347  Boy with swollen abdomen and legs 

348  Snake charmer, cobras 

349  Young Vietnamese woman 

350  Two American soldiers with a puppy 

351  Quonset-style building with thatched roof 

352  American and Vietnamese soldiers 

353  A group of soldiers and Vietnamese civilians 

354  American soldier near table with medical supplies 

355  Vietnamese civilians near a helicopter in a field 

356  Vietnamese girl in a hammock 

357  Unidentified piece of equipment 

358  Medical officer holding equipment 

359  Boxes holding microscope and other supplies 

360  Unidentified worm/parasite 

361  Graphic of hospitalization and evacuation system 

362  List of diseases of military importance 

363-64  Wounded soldiers lying on stretchers on the ground by airplane 

365  Wounded soldier being carried on stretcher aboard airplane 

366  Graphing showing present and proposed medical platoon infantry battalion 
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367  Flat-topped quonset-style building, red cross on side 

368  Insignia of 1st Air Cavalry Division 

369  Unidentified disease of the arm 

370  Man with disfigured face and arms 

371-72  Wounded soldiers lying on stretchers on the ground in front of tents 

373  Young Vietnamese woman 

374  View of street lined with houses and trees 

375  Religious sisters and priest 

376  Aerial view of compound of quonset huts 

377  Distant view of hospital compound, tents with red crosses 

378  Soldiers lying across flatbed truck with tents in background 

379  Two Army airplanes in a field 

380  Unidentified white building 

381  List of diseases of military importance 

382  “Military Preventive Medicine” title slide 

383  Two hats 

384  Two soldiers holding a tarp or covering 

385  Around the base of a tree in abandoned camp 

386  Soldiers in the field 

387  Cans holding medical supplies 

388  View of interior of lean-to 

389  A display of medical instruments and supplies 

390  Boxes of medical instruments 

391-92  Mortar, weapon 

393  Rifles standing up against a tree 
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394  Rifle round with a metal case 

395  Cans, jars and packages of grains and pills 

396  Two rows of rifles and machine guns on tarp 

397  Cooking and eating utensils 

398  Bags, sacks of food materials 

399  Vietnamese POWs 

400  Local VC weapons on display 

401  Young Vietnamese 

402  Mortars on tripod and other mounting stands 

403  Insect, tick 

404  Insect, louse 

405  People’s Army of Vietnam weapons display 

406  Wounded soldier being carried on a stretcher 

407  Distant aerial view of mountains 

408  Graphic of “Search and Destroy” Operation 

409  Unidentified equipment 

410  Soldier receiving vaccination via vaccination gun 

411  Man lying in bed 

412  US Army helicopter 

413  Wounded soldier in rear of ambulance 

414  1st Air Cavalry Division badge, insignia 

415  US Army helicopter in a field 

416  US Army helicopter carrying a load of wood 

417  Wounded soldier lying a stretcher inside helicopter 

418  Aerial view of mountainous area 
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419  Helicopter among trees in a forested area 

420  Military vehicles on a muddy road 

421  “Military Preventive Medicine” title slide 

422  “Vietnamese Civilian Problems” title slide     

  


